Press Release

OMNI SOLUTIONS NAMED TRADE ALLY OF THE YEAR
BY SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GAS CO.
LAUNDRY SOLUTIONS COMPANY AWARDED FOR PROVIDING ENERGY SAVING
AND OPERATING COST SOLUTIONS
MADISON, WI (Sept. 20, 2016) — OMNI Solutions, a Wisconsin-based energy-saving laundry
and cleaning solutions company, has been named Trade Ally of the Year by Southern California
Gas Co., (SoCalGas), their highest honor achievable, for helping businesses throughout Southern
California save energy and operating costs.
OMNI Solutions championed a new ozone measure this year through rebates, saving businesses
in the SoCalGas’ service territory in greater Los Angeles thousands of dollars in operating
expenses. OMNI Solutions offers energy-saving and environmentally safe effective laundry and
cleaning solutions primarily to resorts, hotels and healthcare facilities and other businesses with
mass laundry and cleaning chemical needs.
Three energy solution companies were honored by SoCalGas for collectively helping SoCalGas
serviced businesses save $608,429 in energy costs and save 1.5 million therms – enough natural
gas for 3,550 homes. Trade Ally of the Year - OMNI Solutions, together with Adwest
Technologies Inc. and Knorr Systems, Inc., were applauded for providing businesses and
industrial customers a range of services and energy-saving upgrades.
“It is an honor to be named Trade Ally of the Year by SoCalGas for our successful
implementations at post-acute facilities affiliated with the Rockport Healthcare umbrella and
others in the region,” said Andy Feldman, senior vice president of sales at OMNI Solutions. “We
recently entered into a sustainability partnership with TwinMed and are committed to making a
positive environmental impact across the U.S. by reducing consumption of utilities and water for
healthcare and hospitality businesses.”
More businesses are focusing on integrating environmental sustainability practices into their
operations. OMNI Solutions offers many different energy saving opportunities to the healthcare
and hospitality segments by providing innovative, earth-friendly on-premises laundry and
housekeeping cleaning solutions. OMNI Solutions’ line of laundry detergents, softeners and stain
removers are injected into standard commercial washing units through their patent pending LUX
Hydroxyl System to supercharge the washing process. Designed to work in cooler temperatures,

the process greatly reduces energy consumption and operating costs by as much as 50%, while
reducing and/or eliminating linen bacteria inquired infections.
“All of our Trade Professional vendors help our business customers save energy and money by
assisting business owners with their specific energy projects, but OMNI Solutions went above
and beyond by providing extraordinary service to business owners,” said SoCalGas Vice
President of Customer Solutions and Communications Lisa Alexander. “By providing our
commercial and industrial customers with information about new rebates and incentives, OMNI
Solutions helped business owners learn more about energy efficiency and that benefits all of us
because energy efficiency promotes healthier, sustainable communities.”
###
About OMNI Solutions
OMNI Solutions offers innovative on-premises laundry solutions. The LUX Hydroxyl System,
using biodegradable chemicals unique in their technology, work with standard commercial
washing equipment to naturally super charge the water, detergents and other cleaning products
prior to injection, providing optimal operating results. The advanced technology works in cooler
temperatures to reduce energy consumption, providing significant savings to the customer. Earth
friendly and completely biodegradable, the products perform as well or better than alternative
products and are designed to save money, time and storage space, as well as environmental
resources. OMNI Solutions product lines and systems are approved by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) and Centers for Medicare and Medical Services (CMS) for use in
the healthcare markets, are registered with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), are a
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved sanitizer and are U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) certified as organic. OMNI Solutions’ corporate headquarters is in Madison, WI, with
regional offices in Charlotte, NC; Atlanta, GA; Dallas, TX; Los Angeles, CA; and recently
opened offices in Hong Kong and Shanghai China. For more information visit Omnisaves.com.
About Southern California Gas Co.
Southern California Gas Co. (SoCalGas) has been delivering clean, safe and reliable natural gas
to its customers for more than 145 years. It is the nation’s largest natural gas distribution utility,
providing service to 21.6 million consumers connected through 5.9 million meters in more than
500 communities. The company’s service territory encompasses approximately 20,000 square
miles throughout central and Southern California, from Visalia to the Mexican border. SoCalGas
is a regulated subsidiary of Sempra Energy (NYSE: SRE), a Fortune 500 energy services holding
company based in San Diego.
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